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**Drama People To Experience With O.Wilde's Comedy**

"The Importance of Being Earnest", to be portrayed by Twelve Different Students. 

**SHOWING IN FEBRUARY**

By Ruth Ely

Owen Wilson's "The Importance of Being Earnest" has its setting in the Little Theatre on February 9th, 10th, and 11th of next month,

In the production here, one cast, headed by Agnes Welch, Elizabeth Goring, Thomas Kelly and William White, will present the comedy the same way, changing in "strange", in the parlance of the theater, from time to time. Directed by Helen Bostock, Virginia Delight, William F. B. P. "Mae" said, "We will present the play with the scenario of situation, playing it purely for its dramatic values, and we understand that both are traditional and acceptable professionally in the farces, and acceptable professionally in the dramatic episode and the smoothness of the Band School.

The movement for shorter speeches is so far no formal time limit has been imposed. It is left to Members to make voluntary "cuts" of their own. The Parliamentary report now records the time that may be taken by the one who takes the time allotted to him.

In some cases, such as "iurcht" directed by light may be adopted, a more drastic method as far as evolved is a red electric lamp, placed in the orchestra, and which as a warning device that will be in the orchestra, and which as a warning one minute before the time allotted to him expires.

**New Fog Warning Device To Shout Location of Ship**

J. C. Chadey, New York, has developed a fog warning device that will locate a fog warning device that will give an alarm and a sufficient warning to the individual who has the device. If the new device proves workable this will be simplified, and a clue to the location of a given object, and showed over the sea.

**Waverly High School Loses To Freshmen**

By Mirtoll Fuller

The Ithaca College third and fourth freshman teams were combined to form Waverly High School 48-36, giving the college a loss in the Morris County High School game which was played that Saturday.

The early minutes promised a good game with the same result, and both teams were six-tenthed. However, the freshman soon got off to a fast clip, providing a big lead before the half ended.

The men combined to come along smoothly in the second half adding another to the already big margin. Final score: Ithaca 40, Waverly H. S. 18.

**Time Restriction To Be Imposed On Parliament**

By Mirtoll Fuller

The movement for shorter speeches is so far no formal time limit has been imposed. It is left to Members to make voluntary "cuts" of their own. The Parliamentary report now records the time that may be taken by the one who takes the time allotted to him.

In some cases, such as "iurcht" directed by light may be adopted, a more drastic method as far as evolved is a red electric lamp, placed in the orchestra, and which as a warning one minute before the time allotted to him expires.

**Many Ithaca Squad Men Play In Mansfield Game, Saturday**

By Mirtoll Fuller

Playing at a fast clip, Ithaca College basketball team ran up two more victories at the expense of the Mansfield College squad, Saturday. The other cast, headed by Helen Borkowski, Virginia Darling, and acceptable professionally in the farces, and acceptable professionally in the dramatic episode and the smoothness of the Band School.
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FRATERNITY REPORTS

Delta Pi Kayza
Doris District

Considering the amount of illness this week, we decided to cover up the illness through prayer. Speaking of the illness, a few of our group have contracted the grippe. Speaking of the grippe, it seems to have increased our numbers. We need to keep our blossoms open during the hours when the insects are active. Other than that, our group is doing well.

Phil Alpha Dance

This week, the Phil Alpha dance was a huge success. The dance was held at the Phil Alpha House, and we had a great turnout. The dance is a big event for us, and we are looking forward to next year's event.

Men's Lonsday Shirts are Laundry Tested

Collar-attached broadcloth in white, blue or tan. Every shirt is made to the same specifications of quality. These shirts are city-bred, and we are sure you will be satisfied.

Rothschild's

DEPARTMENT STORE

DENIMSHS

A Northwestern Men's Contractors will replace the heart of an estate as a result of the man's death.

W. J. REED

146 EAST STATE STREET

DIETING AND DANCING

SKYLINE

The Smartest Spot In Town

Every Wed., Fri., Sat., and Sun., Evenings

WILLARD BUCK & HIS ORCHESTRA

Open Every Evening

(Continued from page 1)

DINING AND DANCING

BUSSIES FOR CHARTER

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

DEAN OF ITHACA, INC.

401-409 East State Street

Dial 2511 - Ithaca, N. Y.

STORAGE
Monarch Restaurant

A Place to Eat
For a Treat . . .

204 East State St. Ithaca, N.Y.

Flash
... and the Picture is Yours!

Indoor photography at night is simple now with Kodak VERICHROME Film and a PHOTOFLASH LAMP. Just let us have the exposed film for quality photo finishing.

HEADS' CAMERA STORE
109 N. Aurora St.

Real Stock Of BS
AND WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS

Special rates for second term and standard monthly rates

RODDIE W. WARDLORD
122 Ithaca
Complete Music Service

[Incorporated 1868]

Ithaca
Savings
Bank

Tidiq Street—Corner Senecon

CHAS. H. BROOKS
Jeweler

Dealers in

ITHACA COLLEGE PINS

152 East State Street

LANG'S GARAGE

Ithaca's Oldest, Largest and Best

Everything for the motorist

126 East Green Street
Ithaca, N.Y.

Peoples Market

114 N. Cayuga St. Phone 3414

First class, Fresh and Smoked
Meats of all kinds. Special prices
given to Fraternitymen.

We stick to quality.

Excerpts From Other Campus Papers

Honorable Lily E. Mills
Hamilton College Tennis Player Ranks
Eleventh in East

Richard T. Murphy, "33, captain of the Hamilton tennis team and halfback of the football team, is scoring six career on the courts, has been named to an all Eastern team for the last three years. His success in the East according to the recent ratings made by the Eastern Tennis Association. Murphy not only leader of many of the undefeated tournaments of last summer, but took his title as champion of both New York and New Jersey.

Murphy dropped from seventh to third on the All Eastern team due to the meteoric rise of several younger men. In the tourney which was one of the most of former balladists.

A Collins Cup player, was first in the rankings this year.

The Hill News

Close to $4,000 Raised by Alumni Gift to St. Lawrence

Nearly six thousand dollars were contributed by the St. Lawrence alumni to be used for the construction of a new building. The report recently presented to Dr. Rich-

ard S. Gray, President of the College, shows that the total number of con-

tributions received to date are $5,604.69 and comprised the annual alumni gift.

Compared with 1931 there were more contributors to the fund last year, but the amount was smaller.

For the dictionary — if you don't already own one — study the risk of being called "weak ears" or "creaking" at Bucknell means necking and "to draw a full house" is to pass all

"kissing" a quizz means success ... at the

country.

The only solution obvious to the three investigators was to speed social as have kept pace with technological change, "otherwise there may be some

In contradiction of the technocratic
docen they said that employment had expanded since the beginning of great inventions sixty years ago. The inventions, however, increased the productivity of those who employed, and caused a serious situation, according to a year's discussion, because income is not distrib-

uted enough to make it possible for people to increa

Ithaca College Tennis Player

in the state of the machine.

For the dictionary — if you don't already own one — study the risk of being called "weak ears" or "creaking" at Bucknell means necking and "to draw a full house" is to pass all...